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According to a general program for dealing with differential equations in 
quantum field theory, we consider a family of Cauchy problems, defining a 
simple model. Under the requirement that the Cauchy data be positive, the 
corresponding solutions are shown to converge to a nontrivial limiting point. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a foregoing series of papers [l] the following program for dealing with 
differential equations in quantum field theory has been proposed: 
(i) Writing down a Cauchy problem relative to an approximate field, 
both the Cauchy data and the unknowns being functions. 
(ii) Giving existence and uniqueness theorems for such a problem. 
(iii) Letting the Cauchy data converge to some distribution and proving 
that the corresponding solutions converge to a distribution as well. 
This program has been worked out for some models of physical interest; 
still, a central question remains open: Are the solutions obtained in this way 
trivial, in the sense that they coincide with the solutions of the corresponding 
“free” problem I Until now, nontrivial solutions have been shown to exist by 
explicit construction only in a simple model involving monomial interactions [2]. 
To be specific, let us consider the following approximate Cauchy problems 
in the Banach space X: 
&l(t)/dt = &l(t) - 4$%z(t)), 
%8(O) = %a0 (t > O), 
(14 
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where L is the infinitesimal generator of a linear semigroup t --f G(t) on X, 
@ is a nonlinear operator on X, and {b,} is an infinitesimal sequence of positive 
numbers. Suppose that the model defined by the problems (1%) (n E N) has a 
solution in the sense of the above program: namely, ,think of X as a space of 
functions embedded in some space of distributions, and assume that, as z+, + u,, 
in the topology of the distributions, {un(t)} converges as well. We then ask 
whether lim G(t)uno # lim un(t), and look for necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the nontriviality of the solutions. It should be noted that in the equations 
(1 J the “damping factor” b, should compensate the divergences arising, when 
uno goes to u0 , from the nonlinearities of the right-hand side [l]. 
In the present paper we shall be concerned with the model defined by the 
problemsri(l,), to be treated under the assumption that the Cauchy data u,,, 
be positive functions. Then the natural frame to work with appears to be that 
of positive measures (in fact, tempered measures), and we can prove a (tempered) 
positive measure to exist, which, under very simple assumptions, is a nontrivial 
solution of the model. Obviously, the present model is not of immediate interest 
as far as quantum field theory is concerned, due to the assumption of positivity. 
However, the method of the proof, as well as the sufficient condition for non- 
triviality we obtain, seems to be rather natural and general, and could possibly 
be extended to models of more specific field-theoretical interest. 
In Section 2 we shall formulate the problem and prove the existence of the 
approximate solutions, in Section 3 we show that the model has a solution; 
necessary, as well as sufficient conditions for the nontriviality of such solutions 
are derived in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to some examples. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND EXISTENCE OF 
APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
We shall study the Cauchy problems (In) in the Banach space X = C,(Rd), 
the space of continuous functions on R* vanishing at infinity, endowed with 
the usual norm u --f 11 u 11 = sup,,ad 1 u(x)]. Particularly relevant to our purposes 
will be the subspace of X, denoted by V, of the continuous functions on lRd 
vanishing at infinity faster than any inverse power of I x I. It is a Frechet space 
when endowed with the topology generated by the seminorms f-+$~~(f) = 
sup,,aa (1 + I x jz)lrjz I f(x)] (k = 1, 2,...). We shall also be dealing with X’, 
the dual space of X, namely, that of bounded measures on Rd, and with the 
dual space V’ of V, namely, the space of tempered measures on Rd [3]. Obviously, 
%? C X C X’ C G?‘. O.n V’ we shall mainly consider the weak-* topology, gener- 
ated by the seminorms p -+ &.L) = I&, f>j (f E %), the symbol (*, .) denoting 
the duality between V and V. Finally, we shall be also considering the space 
Y = sG([w+, %?‘) of continuous functions on the positive real line taking values 
in v’, endowed with the topology of the uniform convergence on the compact 
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subsets of lR+, namely, that generated by the seminorms: p + pISK(v) = 
maxtcK l(dt),fX f or any f E %? and any compact subset .K C R+. We shall be 
often concerned with the (convex, closed) cones X+ (respectively, %‘+) of 
nonnegative functions in X (respectively, %), as well as the cones X’?- (respec- 
tively, %?‘+) of positive measures (respectively, tempered measures); we shall 
also consider the cone Y+ = pc(Iw+, %?‘+). We are now in position to make 
precise the hypotheses under which we shall be working. Let L be a linear 
closed operator on X with dense domain D(L) C X, satisfying the assumptions: 
(L-i) L is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic, contracting semigroup 
G(t) on X [4]. 
(L-ii) G(t)X+ C X+. 
(L-iii) For any t 3 0, G(t) admits a unique extension G(r) to ‘S”; moreover, 
G(t) is the adjoint of an operator H(t) defined on %7?, such that t---f H(t) is an 
analytic semigroup on %7, with generator Lo. 
Remark. It follows readily from the above assumptions that for any t > 0, 
G(t) is continuous on V’, furthermore G(t)%‘+ C %?‘f and H(t)%?+ C %?+. 
The nonlinear operator @ is defined as 
PW(4 = &W> = (9 o e99 
where 
(v-i) v E C1@), ~(0) = 0; 
(v-ii) y is increasing and convex. 
The properties of CD are summarized in the following 
LEMMA 2.1. The mapping @ has the properties: (a) it is Frt?chet dz#&ntiable 
with derivative (@‘(u)v)(x) = (v’ 0 u)(x) v(x) (x E W); (b) it is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous in any closed ball B(0, r) C X, with Lipschitz constant F(r) increasing 
with the radius r; (c) for any positive OL, 11 u I] < 11 a@(u) + u /I; (d) for any Y > 0, 
there exists A, > 0 such that u - h@(u) > 0 for all u E B(0, r) n X-1 and all 
A <A,. 
Proof. Points (a),(b),(c) are obvious. As to (d), it is enough to take h, = F(r)-I. 
This lemma enables us to prove the following theorem [5], [6]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Under the above assumptions on L and @, the Cauchy problem 
(In) has a unique mild solution un(t) c Xf;for any u,,~ E X+. In other words, there 
exists a unique continuous function u, : [Wf + X+ such that 
un(t) = G(t) u,, - b, s t G(t - s) a(+(~)) ds (t > 0). 0 
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Moreover, )I un(t)li < 11 unO 11 (t > 0). In addition, when uno E X+ n D(L), u,(t) is 
a strict solution for any positive t. 
3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF THE MODEL 
Let us begin by defining what we mean by (nontrivial) solution of the model. 
DEFINITION. The model defined by the approximated Cauchy problems (I,,) 
is said to have solutions if, when u,,~ converges to u. E v’+ in the weak-* topology, 
the corresponding sequence of solutions {u,> is in a compact subset of Yf. In 
such case, by solution u we mean the limiting point of any Y+-converging 
subsequence {u,,}; this solution is said nontrivial if lim(u,*(.) - G(*)u,,~) # 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let {b,}, {uno} be such that the sequence {b,F(ll uno II)} is bounded, 
with upper bound k. Then, for any s, t, 0 < s < t, the following inequalities hold: 
e--k(t-s)G(t - s) u,(s) < u,,(t) < G(t - s) u,(s), 
where the inequality is to be meant in the sense of the ordering defined by X+. 
Proof. The proof of the rhs estimate is straightforward, and does not 
require any restriction on {bn} and {unO}; in fact, it suffices to consider the integral 
expression 
un(t) = G(t - s) u,(s) - b, j” G(t - s) a&(s)) ds 
s 
and recall that @ and G map X+ into itself. As to the lhs, observe that, as 
0 < r4 < r implies 
W(u) < Q’(r) = sup{@‘(u); 0 < u < r} = F(r), 
it follows that 
@(U&N < @‘b&(t)) %W <ml &lo II) u,(t), 
whence (d/dt) u,(t) 3 Lu,(t) - Ku,(t). 
Comparing the above differential inequality, with Cauchy data as t = s 
given by u,(s), with the problem 
it follows that 
Vw,ldt)(t) = Lw,(t) - h,(t), 
w,(s) = %(S), 
un(t) 3 w,(t) = e-k(t--S)G(t - s) u,(s). 
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This is a consequence of a general comparison theorem for evolution equations, 
which can be proven under assumption (L-ii). (For a similar theorem, see, e.g., 
[7].) It is now a simple matter proving the following two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let the sequence {b,F(II u,,,, II)} be bounded. Then, for any 
t E R+, un(t) beknzgs to a compact subset of v’+. 
Proof. Let us first remark that, due to the uniform boundedness theorem, 
as u,,~ converges in V in the weak-* topology, there exists a seminorm pk on g 
such that, with a suitable M > 0, 
I<%0 > f >I G ~Pkcf), VfEW. 
Then, making use of Lemma 3.1, we get 
I<@), f>l G +n(t), If I> G <G(t) ~0 9 If I>; 
on the other hand, 1 f 1 E V+ if f E %‘; by assumption (L-iii) (which implies 
t + H(t) to be an equicontinuous semigroup on %) we obtain thus 
K%(t), f >I G <%o 3 wo If I> G ~Pkvw) If I) e MPz(f ), VfE@. 
The result follows now from the Banach-Alaoglu theorem [4]* 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let the sequence {b,F(II uno II)} be bounded. Then the sequence 
{un(*)} of solutions of the approximated Catchy problems is an equicontintwus 
sequence of functionsfiom R+ to v’+. 
Proof. Let us choose r > 0. For any f E V we have 
&n(t + 4 - u&N G dun(t + 4 - W UnW + cd+) Un(t> - dt>). 
By Lemma 3.1 we have putting R = sup {b,F(Ij u,,~ II)} 
!h$ + 7) - W %a@)) d (G(T) %(t> - %(t + T>, If I> 
< (1 - e-kr) < U&>, H(7) If I); 
on the other hand, 
qkW s(t) - Un(t)) = I<4t), (W - I) f > I. 
Using Proposition 3.2 we get 
eWt + 4 - u&N G Ml - @‘I Pdf) + Pk(W)f - f )X 
whence the result follows. In a similar way we write (0 < 7 ( t) 
!7kJn(t) - %(t - T)> < !hi(%(t) - W un(t - T>) + &G(T) %(t - 7) - %(t - T)) 
and proceed as above. 
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We can now conclude that solutions do exist. 
THEOREM 3.4, If the sequence {b,F(lI u,,, II)} is bounded, the model admits 
solutions. 
Proof. It follows at once from Propositions 3.2, 3.3 by Ascoli’s theorem [8]. 
We observe that any solution is a continuous function from Rf into %I+. 
4. EXISTENCE OF NONTRIVIAL SOLUTIONS 
From now on we assume the condition b,F(ji u,,, 11) < k to be satisfied and 
study the properties of converging subsequences of solutions. It is immediately 
seen that (G(.)u,,} is an equicontinuous sequence which converges for all 
t > 0, thus converging in Y-l-. Then we have the following 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let u, - u in Y-+. Then u is a trivial solution if and only 
if 6, Ji G(t - s) @(uJs)) ds -+ 0 in Y+. 
Proof. It suffices to remark that, for any compact KC Rf, f E V, 
Pf.du&) - G(t) GO) = P1.K (bn Iot W - 4 @b&>> ds). 
Remark. In order to establish the triviality of the solution via the above 
proposition, we can restrict ourselves to consider seminorms indexed by f E Q+ 
(and any compact KC R+). In fact, 
Pf,K (bn jot G(t - 4 @(u,(s)) ds) G pr, .K (6” jot G(t - 4 @@‘n(s)) A) 
+ PI-.K (bn jot G(t - 4 @(u&N ds), 
wheref+ = &(I f / f f) E V+. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let u, + u in Y+. Then, in order for u to be a trivial 
solution, 
(i) a su$icient condition is that 
lim inf qf (6” jot ds G(t - s) @(G(s) u&) = 0, vt > 0, Vfg%+; 
(ii) a necessary condition is that xn + 0 in Yf, where 
xn(t) = 6, St ds G(t - s) @(eekSG(s) u,,,). 
0 
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Proof. Recalling that @ and G(t) (t > 0) preserve the ordering on X, it 
follows from Lemma 3.2 that, for 0 < s < t, G(t - S) @(exp(--KF) G(s)u,,) A~ 
G(t - 4 @(un(~)) < GO - 4 W(&zo). 
The following Corollary gives a more useful sufficient condition: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let u, + u in Y+. A suficient xondition for u to be trivial 
is that lim sup qr(bn@(G(t)uno)) = 0, for all t > 0 and allf E V+. 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 4.2 and 
of Fatou’s lemma. 
Obviously, we are more interested in sufficient conditions for the nontriviality 
of the solution. The following proposition plays a central role in proving a 
condition of this kind: 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let &(*): R+ + V+, &(t) = b,@(exp(--kt) G(t)+,); then 
(9 for all t > 0, {G(t)> is contained in a compact subset of Wf; 
(ii) {&J is an equicontinuous sequence in any subset [E, Co) C R+, E > 0. 
Proof. To prove (i), we observe that: 
gLn(t) d Wll uno II> G(t) uno 
< hG(t)u,o , 
so that, Qf E %?, 
9AvwN G Kuno Y w If I> < MhP*(f)i 
the result follows as for Proposition 3.2. As for (ii), we obtain in analogous 
way (f E V, t + T > 0) introducing h E (0, l), 19 E (t, t + T) 
e(?Mt + 4 - vw> 
< Mb,p,({e-k(t+T)H(t + T) - e-ktH(t)} 
x {@‘(Xe-k(t+T)G(t + T) uno + (1 - h) e-ktG(t) u,,)f}) 
= &%,~p, I(-ke-kefl(e) + e+ -ff$ (0)) 
x {@‘(he-k(f+T)G(t + T) uno + (1 - h) e-ktG(t) z~.~)f}/ 
where the assumed analyticity of the semigroup t + H(t) has been used. 
COROLLARY 4.5. On any set [c, CO), E > 0, {&} admits a subsequence 
uniformly ccmverging on the compact subsets. 
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Proof. In fact, (#*} belongs to a compact subset of 9([~, co), %‘+) C Y+ 
endowed with the relative topology, due to Proposition 4.4 and Ascoli’s theorem. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. For fixed E > 0, let {&,> comerge in 2&e, m), V+) (i.e., 
S?([E, co), %‘I+) endowed with the induced topology). Then a necessary condition 
in order that the solution be trivial is that (G,} converges to zero. 
Proof. Suppose the solution to be trivial; then, by Proposition 4.2, P~,&J-+O 
for any f E V and any compact subset K C [E, co). Choose f E D(L) and consider 
the sequence of the derivatives xk, ; it is immediately seen that 
Pf,R(X:$ = PI.&J + PdXnJ. 
It follows that (xi,} is uniformly convergent on any compact subset, thus 
converging to zero; hence ~~,x(tj,,) + 0. The same is true for any f E Q+, due 
to the density of D(L), and the fact that the sequence of mappings from V 
into R f -+ P~.K&) is uniformly bounded. 
Keeping in mind the remark at the beginning of the present section, we can 
summarize the results as follows. 
THEOREM 4.7. In order for nontrivial solutions to exist, (i) it is sujEent that, 
for some f E V+, t > 0, lim inf b,qt(@(e-~~G(t)unO)) > 0; (ii) it is necessary that, 
for some f E %‘+, t > 0, lim sup bnqf(@(G(t)u,,,)) > 0. 
Proof. Suppose (i) false, and choose 0 < E < t; in [E, co) there exists a 
subsequence {#,,> such that ~,,x(&) -+ 0, thus in particular q,(&,,(t)) -+ 0 for 
all f E V; but this is absurd, as no subsequence of{&(t)} converges to zero. As 
for (ii), it suffices to paraphrase Corollary 4.3. 
5. EXAMPLES 
In the following examples we shall consider for definiteness a one-dimensional 
model (that is, d = 1); in addition, we shall take @ of the form @((u) = up, 
p E N ; b, = n-b, b > 0; for L we shall choose the operators L = 0; L = a/ax; 
L = d = @/axa (or any strictly elliptic operator), which can all be shown to 
satisfy hypotheses (L-i), (L-ii), and (L-iii). 
As “initial datum” we shall first consider the Dirac measure 6, together with 
the approximants 
u nO = S,,, = (1/2+2nc exp(-&zW) (c > 0). 
Then it is clear that (u,,, , f) -+ (u,, , f ), Vf E W; and the condition of Lemma 3.1, 
namely, the boundedness of {b,F(II u,,,, II)} is fulfilled if (p - 1)c < b. In other 
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words, the condition (p - 1)c < b ensures the existence of solutions. As to the 
nontriviality, the sufficient condition, namely, 
lim inf r~-~(@(e-~“G(t)u,J, f) > 0 
takes the form 
lim n-b(e-9k%E,,(x), f) > 0 if L=O 
and 
lim n-b(eV”k”8~,,(x + t), f) > 0 if L = a/ax. 
It is easily seen that in both cases the sufficient condition is fulfilled if (p- l)c=b; 
on the other hand, if (p - I)c < 6, the sufficient condition for the triviality of 
the solution is in turn fulfilled, so that we may conclude that, if L = 0 or 
L = a/ax, a nontrivial solution exists if and only if (p - 1)c = b. In the case 
L = d, the operators G(t) (t > 0) turn out to be continuous linear mappings 
from H-1(lR) to P(W) [4, 9-j; and, as 8 E H-1(R) and a,,,, + 6 (Vc) in the H-l 
norm as well, the quantities G(t)u,s are uniformly bounded in the ZP norm 
(for tt E N, t fz [E, T], E, T arbitrary). Furthermore, due to the continuous 
embedding of W( IR) into C,,(R), the quantities G( t)u,, are uniformly bounded 
in the norm I/ . 11 as well. Therefore, for any f E %+, we have: 
so that the sufficient condition for the triviality of the solution is fulfilled. 
The same result holds for any sequence of approximating functions converging 
to 8 in the H-l norm, so that we may conclude that when L = A, for such 
approximants no nontrivial solution of the model exists. 
The above considerations concerning L = A can be extended to the case in 
which u,, is any measure belonging to H-l(R), the approximants being chosen 
to converge in the same space. 
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